
A REVIEW OF FAULKNERS A ROSE FOR EMILY

A Rose for Emily book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Emily is a member of a family in
the antebellum Southern aristocr.

It shows us how the people are always refused their real fate and problem which are denied. There is a surprise
twist ending awaiting those of whom have not read it. Her father dies when Emily is about the age of 30,
which takes her by surprise. Emily looks. On December 10, a poet was born. They helped to change society,
perhaps without knowing it, through poetry, novels, and articles. People act as passive strangers, looking just
to amuse themselves, or find a subject to gossip about. Life is sad and tragic; some of which is made for us
and some of which we make ourselves. In a good way. Unfortunately for her, he had disappeared from the
town some several years back. Losing her chances of marriage or her future life is followed by the lost of her
father her past. Once her father dies, she refuses to come to terms with his death and repeatedly claims that her
father is still alive. Shelves: classics-literature , read-in , read-long-ago , short-stories Summary: A splendid
noir and brief tale of the life of an recluse American Southern elderly woman named Emily Grierson who had
died. But the narrative constantly goes back in the time and narrates what they, people in the city, remember of
the past; it is through these flashbacks and memories that we can get the entire sad story of Emily. Faulkner
was influenced by the european modernism, and employed the Stream of consciousness in several of his
novels. It was as if she demanded more than ever the recognition of her dignity as the last Grierson. The story
opens with a brief first-person account of the funeral of Emily Grierson, an elderly Southern woman whose
funeral is the obligation of their small town. Losing her social role, she becomes isolated. In his death Emily
found eternal love which was something no one could every take from her. For Baron, world is vital, vulgar,
and inevitable. The townspeople even referred to her as Miss Emily as a sign of the respect that they had for
her. We can find the lesson by Miss Emily denial of death, which is supposed the truth, the holding into her
father death and then Homer Barron. The author continuously uses symbolism in the story. However, the
townspeople are convinced that she will use it to poison herself. She was remembered the people in
aristocratic, nobility, dictator, and arrogant of southern people that follow the imperialism, and usually is land
owner. In a way it was, she could begin to date and date men of her choice and liking. Only it was horrifying
and creepy too. It begins with the story of a wealthy single woman, Emily, who is an odd recluse,
much-discussed but little-seen, living alone in a grand home, never socializing.


